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LOOM SOLAR

TRAINING FOR

MC-connector, DCDB, Earthing, L.A.



Why do we use DCDB instead of 

MC-4 connector?
➢ There is a limit to the connector that it will work till so much 

voltage and so much current. It does not have any protection.



MC-4 Connector's voltage and current limit

Rated voltage 1000 Volt DC

Rated current 30 Amps

Temperature Range -40°C~+85°C

Contact material Copper silver plated



Why DCDB is used in place of MC-4 

connector?

 A distribution board (also 

known as panel board or 

breaker panel) is a 

component of an 

electricity supply system 

which divides an 

electrical power feed into 

subsidiary circuits, while 

providing a protective 

fuse or circuit breaker for 

each circuit. 



 Voltage: 600V DC /1000V DC

 Material: Polycarbonate

 Current 16AMP./32AMP./ 

64AMP.etc.

 IP Rating: IP65

 SPD type – II

 Fuse rating 6amp. / 16amp. 

Ect.

 2in1 out, 4in1 

out,5in1out,2in2-out etc.

 Reverse current protection 

Rating of DCDB 



What is ACDB and why is it necessary to 

install it?

 The ACDB (Alternative Current 

Distribution Box) is a small solar 

device that is installed between the 

solar inverter and your home load. 

An ACDB includes necessary surge 

protection devices (SPD), AC fuse, 

and MCB to protect the appliances 

from any type of electrical damage 

or high voltages.



Type of ACDB :-

1. Single phase

2. Three phase 



Why is L.A. (lightning arrester ) established?

 A lightning arrester is a device used 

to protect system insulation and 

conductors from the harmful effects 

of lightning on electrical power 

transmission and telecommunication 

systems. The typical lightning 

arrester consists of a high-voltage 

terminal and a ground terminal to 

provide quick path to high voltage & 

current.



What is the voltage and ampere of thunderbolt lightning?

 Volt- 100mv

 Current – 10,000amp.

 Heat – 27,000’c

 Time-0.0005 sec.



L.A. is mandatory to install near solar panels/electrical equipment



You guys check it and tell if it is installed correctly



Basic Components Required for Earthing

➢L.A. (lighting arrester )

➢Copper rod 

➢Wire/ G.I.

➢Earthing compound 



What should be the safety equipment in 

solar system?

A. Earthing 

B. ACDB

C. DCDB

D. LA

E. DC & AC MCB

F. SPD

G. DC fuse

H. Heatsink 

I. Thimble 




